
MIMO-A DIVERSITY TECHNIQUES 

MRRC: Maximal Ratio Receiver Combining 

 § Radio wave sampled for deviations
 § Done on chip for each symbol received
 § Best received wave is selected
 § 133% increase in signal strength (~4db)

STBC: Space Time Block Coding 

 § Data coming into the radio is divided in blocks
 § Blocks are put in different order and transmitted
 § Dual redundancy is created in space and in time
 § Blocks are rearranged in their original order

MIMO: 
MULTIPLE RADIO 
TECHNOLOGIES
ADDING PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY 
TO WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

Full MIMO offers more than just performance. Multiple radio technologies (aka MIMO) along with advanced signal 
processing and specialized software can provide stable wireless links even in the most challenging environments. Redline 
has spared no expense in developing the most advanced MIMO systems which deliver the highest stable data throughput 
at the longest range under any conditions. This means that your investment yields more data capacity, over a greater 
service area, than any other multipoint system available today. Redline’s investment in advanced MIMO radio technology 
can result in a profound savings in your network roll-out costs as well as your ongoing operational expenditure. 

MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) — A wireless system is fitted with multiple transmit-
ters and receivers at each end, offering two benefits:  

 §  Diversity (MIMO-A) — The transmitting device sends duplicate copies of the same data 
through the two radios. The receiving device then chooses and processes the best received 
signal. MIMO-A diversity provides improved air link performance, even in challenging 
environments. 

 §  Multiple Streams (MIMO-B) — When radio signal is very good (because you are close to 
the base station, have perfect line-of-sight, or both) the system can send unique data 
over each transmitter, thus doubling its actual data speed.

Virtual Fiber™ uses smart MIMO switching to enable MIMO-A or MIMO-B automatically 
on a per-remote basis as conditions require. This provides for increased link stability and 
improved data capacity.
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WIRELESS CHALLENGES THAT MIMO-A DIVERSITY RESOLVES:

REDLINE AND MIMO-A 
 
Virtual Fiber™ implements MRRC and STBC at the base station as well as the remote 
device. Virtual Fibe is the only multipoint solution to use dual radio transmitters in the 
remote device which allows full bi-directional MIMO-A diversity. This provides a balanced 
and stable air link, but also provides for full uplink data speeds for uplink-intensive 
applications, such as video surveillance. 

THE REDLINE DIFFERENCE

Redline Communications has invested more in MIMO-A technologies than any other multipoint wireless system 
available today. Systems that only implement MIMO-B, or only offer MIMO-A in the base station do not realize the 
true benefits of this powerful technology. The MIMO capabilities of Virtual Fiber™ increase the range and capacity 
of the base station which can significantly lower the system deployment cost (fewer base station towers need to 
be installed to cover a given area). Additionally, remote radios can be installed with smaller, less expensive, 
antennas and without perfect line of sight, so smaller masts can be used. Most importantly, MIMO technologies 
allow for stable and reliable air links that your business can depend on.

Less Expensive to Deploy

 § Larger coverage area from base station
 § Use lower masts and smaller antennas
 § More data capacity for more remotes 

Less Expensive to Operate

 § More stable and reliable air links
 § No signal degradation during bad weather
 § Not effected by plant growth

Reflections

Signal is reflected off 
obstructions. Multiple 
signals of same trans- 
mission confuse receiver.

Scatter

Radio signal is fragmented 
over edges. Different parts 
of the transmission are 
received at different times.

Inversion

Heavy rain, beach 
crossings, or snow result 
in signal reflections at 
inverse phase. Radio wave 
is effectively cancelled.  

Ducting 

Warm water induces 
evaporation. Cool 
morning air lifts humidity 
into atmosphere rapidly. 
Signal is severely faded. 

Solution: Reflections 
actually enhance radio 
performance under 
MIMO-A.

Solution: MIMO’s STBC 
guarantees correct packet 
order.

Solution: MIMO’s X-POL 
prevents full inversion; 
MRRC & STBC compensate 
for any additional inversion 
loss.

Solution: MRRC & STBC 
compensate for most dB 
loss due to ducting. 
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